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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Eventful People has specialised in developing communities of common interest for business and IT

professionals for over a decade in South Africa. Each year, Eventful People embarks on a unique research

project, including a series of round table discussions with customers from over 30 organisations using

SAP, from which we establish what the common challenges, concerns and areas of interest are currently

in the SAP community 

This snapshot is a summary of the discussion points that are most pressing to those working with SAP in

South Africa. The themes identified in this research inform the agenda for the Mastering Enterprise Asset

Management Conference, taking place in June 2022.

THE EVENTFUL RESEARCH

PROCESS
Our unique research process ensures pure and accurate information is generated through debate and

discussion among the community. Themes that emerge from the research groups are used to build the

agenda for the Mastering SAP Enterprise Asset Management Conference 2022. Mastering SAP Enterprise

Asset Management will demonstrate how SAP Enterprise Asset Management is being enabled by

technology through a combination of case studies, thought-leader presentations, discussion groups,

product demos and interactive panels, all based around the key topics in this report.
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Months of in-
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A glimpse into the future of SAP Asset Management 

How do you map your journey to Industry 4.0? 

Best practice for integrating sensor data into SAP  

Understanding the innovative functionalities that SAP can provide for your organisation, and insights into Innovative 3rd Party solutions

Embracing SAP S/4HANA as a launchpad for future innovation 

AI, Machine Learning and IoT in the maintenance space 

Discovering and addressing barriers to innovation

Finding value in Robotic Process Automation

Achieving the balance between innovation and sound business processes

SAP GIS and SAP GEF

Undoubtedly, disruptive technologies have the potential to enable asset management teams to operate more efficiently and effectively, promoting

sustainability and competitive advantage. However, we would be amiss to think that these technologies will not give rise to various tangible business

challenges that need to be addressed. As organisations begin to embrace Industry 4.0 and innovative technology, like artificial intelligence, and

Internet of Things, all stakeholders in asset management will be able to benefit by gaining new insights and moving from a reactive to a proactive

mindset, but not without some very real hurdles. 

Key Focus Areas:

 

Insight into SAP’s roadmap & plans for SAP S/4HANA, with specific reference to Enterprise Asset Management 

Understanding the benefits and building the business case for SAP S/4HANA

Examine adopted SAP S/4HANA solutions, innovations, and Industry benchmarks

What comes standard with SAP S/4HANA and what are the add-on possibilities? 

Understanding what the requirements are to prepare to move to SAP S/4HANA – check sheets and readiness testing 

SAP has made it clear that SAP S/4HANA is, and will be, the next big thing for SAP customers. As it stands, come 2028, SAP will no longer offer

support to ECC customers. However, the lack of clarity and understanding around the business benefits and implications make it difficult for

customers to build a compelling business case, thus increasing the hesitancy to make the move to SAP S/4HANA. To implement SAP S/4HANA, an

organization must invest considerable effort, time, and resources as well as manage disruptions in the business, but will it all be worth it? More

specifically, what will the impact and benefit of SAP S/4HANA be in the maintenance environment? For those organisations who have implemented

SAP S/4HANA, the focus now revolves around understanding what the system can offer and how to realise the maximum return on investment. 

Key Focus Areas:

Innovation & The Future of Asset Management  

SAP S/4HANA & Enterprise Asset Management 

Case Studies on successful integrations of predictive data

SAP’s strategy and best practice recommendations for sound data governance

How to overcome data standardization challenges

Reporting on your master data - how do you integrate between modules?  

How to meaningfully report on both financial data and asset data  

Who is responsible for data management and maintenance?  

What does a good workflow process for proper master data governance look like?  

Challenges surrounding Master Data continue to be a major pain point in the maintenance community. Conversations about people, systems and

processes are not complete without addressing the tole that data management plays. Data can be characterised as so much more than simply the

input of information. It is simultaneously a culture, a mind-set and an enabler. It is therefore understandable when, in a hyper-connected and data-

driven world, it is often said that “data is the new oil” 

Key Focus Areas:

Managing Your Data 
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A complete overview and roadmap of SAP Intelligent Asset Management 

What are the benefits that can be achieved with SAP Intelligent Asset Management?

Prerequisites for reaping the benefits of SAP Intelligent Asset Management 

Cost implications of SAP Intelligent Asset Management 

With SAP Asset Intelligence Network, you have access to a single, global register of equipment and model data. In a central clearinghouse and

communications hub, the network provides a secure cloud platform to connect multiple business partners for inter- and intra-company

collaboration. Business partners can share standardized content using a cloud-based portal.

Key Focus Areas:

SAP Intelligent Asset Management04

05 Reporting, Analytics & Visualisation 

The impact of SAP S/4HANA on reporting capabilities 

What can SAP Analytics Cloud do for your maintenance and asset management initiatives?  

KPI’s and dashboards for reporting – case studies and best practice  

What is possible in terms of reporting if you have standard SAP and no BI team?  

Specialised reports - who configures it, who builds it, who uses it?  

QlikView vs Qlik Sense vs Power BI vs Tableau – pros, cons and how to choose  

Navigating legacy systems with SAP – how to integrate data and pull reports  

With numerous data sources collecting information, better skills and faster technology than ever before, why are we still struggling to derive

meaningful conclusions from our data? Collecting and storing mass amounts of data is futile if users can’t access, organise and use that data for

reporting. In asset management, reporting is essential not only for budgeting and forecasting but also to plan and schedule maintenance and keep

track of asset life cycles. As technology evolves, reporting is becoming faster, more accurate and more intuitive, but are we reaping the benefits?  

Key Focus Areas:

06 Work Management, Planning & Scheduling  

Understanding the functionality, advantages, challenges associated with SAP Work Manager 

What does SAP S/4HANA contribute to Work Management and process automation? 

Achieving integrated process flow

Creating a business case for implementing work management technology 

Mobile Device Work Management - Where to find mobile hardware solutions

SAP tools vs in-house vs 3rd party – what tools are best for planning and scheduling?  

Capacity planning, task lists, materials planning and shutdown planning 

Optimise asset maintenance processes and move from cyclical to predictive and intelligence driven maintenance schedule.

How SAP S/4HANA, SAP Intelligent Asset Network and other new solutions from SAP are impacting planning & scheduling 

It is essential to strategically document and monitor the processes of work management, defining how work is managed, to avoid unnecessary

inefficiencies. Properly executed planning and scheduling is at the core of best practice maintenance and optimising the life cycles of your assets.

Planning and scheduling thus requires constant attention and continuous improvement with help from the latest technologies and SAP capabilities.

Whether for daily maintenance, resource availability or annual shutdowns, planning and scheduling are major drivers for success. 

Key Focus Areas:



Understanding the key elements of an effective Asset Strategy

Looking at structures like ISO 55000 to design your asset management strategy  

SAP’s asset strategy and performance management (ASPM) solution – what do you need to implement? 

Looking at reports that show a holistic view of asset performance  

Selling asset performance to the financial team as more than a maintenance function  

The “fix it when it breaks” mentality often leads to unexpected downtime and severe financial repercussions. To avoid this potentially devastating

vicious cycle, what strategies, technology and people are necessary to improve asset performance and more accurately predict failures? A well

experienced engineer or foreman can look at patterns, triggers, quality of materials, repair history or vibration and lubrication analysis. What does useful

analytics for predictive analytics look like?  Strategy is a difficult concept to measure so, how do you know if your asset strategy is successful?  

Key Focus Areas:

Asset Strategy & Asset Performance Management  07

08 Mobile Solutions & User Experience  

The SAP Roadmap for mobility - what is available and what are they planning?  

Fiori vs SAP Work Manager vs bespoke solutions - looking at pros and cons 

ECC 6.0 vs SAP S/4HANA: what apps are available for mobility?  

Condition based monitoring made better through mobility - how to connect to SAP and decrease work orders 

The importance of including the end-user in developing your mobile solutions 

Offline vs online solutions – how to choose the best for your specific environment  

Connecting Cloud data and on-premise data into one Fiori app  

Case studies on how different mobile solutions are driven 

Hardware options for mobility 

Cost considerations and building the business case for implementing mobile solutions 

On the journey of digitising maintenance and asset management, mobility is the prominent theme for most African and South African asset

intensive companies using SAP. Sufficient time has passed for industry leaders to implement and experiment and there are numerous success

stories along with lessons learned through trial and error. Many local customers are still resistant to expanding their mobile solutions beyond the bare

minimum due to concerns such as the longevity of technology, the user experience and suitability of devices in harsh or underground environments.

Though there is a general sense of optimism about what mobile based solutions can enable your teams to do, some companies want to hear more

about the actual return on investment that their peers in this space have seen.  

Key Focus Areas:

09 Change Management, Skills & Training

Training methodologies – what works in the maintenance space?

Effective change management strategies for digital transformation in Enterprise Asset Management 

Addressing the people element specific to the South African context

Navigating the push for a more mobile workforce 

How can SAP assist in creating training and templates that work?  

Attracting and retaining a skilled, competent workforce 

The introduction of new systems, tools and processes always has an impact on people and the way they do their jobs. The greatest challenge when

investing in new technology is getting users to fully adopt the new tools and to truly embrace them to improve the business processes for which

they are responsible. Strategic training and change management are needed to drive a culture of adoption to achieve acceptable return on

investment. How can we measure the impact of change management and what does SAP have to offer when it comes to this?  

Key Focus Areas:
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